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In recent years, Queensland has cultivated a coalseam gas (CSG) industry, developing a few of the
fastest growing companies on the ASX, such as
Queensland Gas Corporation and Arrow Energy.
Syngas (synthetic gas) production via underground
coal-seam gasification (UCG) is an emerging method
of extracting gas from coal-seams and is increasing
competition for reserves in the region. As licences are
granted and petroleum, gas and various mineral
resources are acquired by companies, the issue of
overlapping tenements becomes more apparent.
UCG, CSG and minerals extraction can potentially
operate at the single geographic location but at
different depths and on different tenements. This
issue paper will explore Queensland‟s legislation on
overlapping tenements and the current state-of-play of
its effects on the Queensland gas industry.
To extinguish misconception, a granted tenure does
not necessarily give right to exploration or extraction
1
of resources . Tenure may be in the form of an
2
Authority to Prospect (ATP) or a Petroleum Lease . A
Petroleum Lease could be granted to undertake
exploration, production and storage activities,
petroleum pipeline and water pipeline construction
and operation activities or petroleum processing
activities. Prior to 2004, Queensland gas company‟s
tenures were governed by the Petroleum Act 1923. In
2004, the State Government introduced the Petroleum
and Gas (Production and Safety) Act 2004 (P&G Act),
while at present, the system of mineral mining tenures
is governed by the Minerals Resources Act 1989
(MRA).
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According to Queensland legislation under the MRA,
in the case of minerals tenures overlapping petroleum
tenures, the miner is encouraged to reach agreement
with the holders of the overlapping tenure. For the
case of a petroleum lease overlapping an ATP, again
an agreement between the two parties is encouraged.
This area of law will perhaps quickly develop to more
clearly govern the issue of overlapping tenements, as
it increasingly impacts the state‟s gas companies.
At present in Queensland, the issue of overlapping
tenements draws three major parties – CSG
companies, UCG companies and the Queensland
Government. BG Group (British Gas) acquired
Queensland‟s largest holder of 3P (possible, probable
and proved) coal seam gas reserves and local
dominate CSG player, Queensland Gas Company
(QGC), acquiring more than 90% of QGC by 15 Nov
2008 and completing the transaction before close of
trading on the 15 Dec 2008. Upon this acquisition, BG
Group placed pressure on the Queensland
Government to give CSG companies priority over
UCG players to explore Queensland‟s coal rich
3
areas .
The UCG industry in Australia is emerging whereby
companies such as Linc Energy and Carbon Energy
are in phases of testing and evaluation of
demonstration facilities. In terms of market
capitilisation and the development of technology,
processes and infrastructure, the UCG industry is
dwarfed by the CSG companies. These CSG
companies such as Origin Energy, Arrow Energy,
Santos and BG Group are all in competition with each
other and UCG companies to secure reserves.
UCG operates at a depth of 300m, a greater depth
than what CSG commonly operates. At this depth
UCG enables coal-seam gas to be extracted at a
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much greater financial pay-off than CSG . Since the
two methods may often be operating on tenements at
different depths, their respective tenements at times
will overlap. Up to 2% of Linc Energy‟s tenements at
the company‟s Chinchilla site are overlapping with
some of BG Group‟s tenements. Linc Energy formally
5
announced on 19 Nov 2008 a commitment to move
their demonstration facility from Chinchilla to South
Australia. About $50 million has already been spent
on exploration and pilot facilities at Linc‟s Chinchilla
site. As new players and technologies enter the
Queensland gas industry, high value tenements will
become scarce and the issue of overlapping
tenements will become more topical.
The Queensland Government does not appear to hold
a definitive stance on the issue of overlapping
tenements. During the unfolding of BG Group‟s QGC
acquisition and Linc Energy‟s change in strategy, the
State Government Mines and Energy Minister,
Minister Geoff Wilson said, “We want to develop a
policy position that is in the best interests of all
stakeholders.”
"These (UCG) projects are in a pilot phase, which is
why they have a conditional tenure and that gives no
automatic right to a production tenure at a later point,"
he said at the time.
"We're not about to give the green light to
underground coal gasification projects, especially
where any of them may affect the Great Artesian
Basin, unless we're convinced it's in the best interests
of Queensland."

The main issues of overlapping tenements in
Queensland, as discussed in this paper are the underdeveloped legislation and the overall increased
competition for gas tenements. Another key issue is
the CSG and UCG companies operating on different
tenements, at different depths, however at the same
geographic location and following this, the impartial
stance by the State Government on permitting the
UCG businesses to commercially produce syngas.

For any questions regarding the research, please
contact the author:
Nick Leonard: nleonard@bakersgroup.com.au

PLEASE NOTE:
The contents of this paper are not intended to be a
complete statement of the law on any subject and
should not be used as a substitute for legal advice in
specific fact situations. Bakers Investment Group
cannot accept any liability or responsibility for loss
occurring as a result of anyone acting or refraining
from acting in reliance on any material contained in
this paper.
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Disclaimer
This Research Note has been prepared for the use of Bakers Investment Group (Australia) Pty. Ltd. (“Bakers”) clients and may not be
redistributed, retransmitted or disclosed, in whole or in part, or in any form or manner, without the express written consent of Bakers.
The information used in this report was obtained from various sources and we do not guarantee it accuracy. Bakers makes no representations or
warranties whatsoever as to the data and information provided in any third party referenced source and shall have no liability or responsibility
arising out of or in connection with any such referenced source.
This Research Note is for general information only. Neither the information nor any opinion expressed constitutes an offer or an invitation to
make an offer to buy or sell any securities or other investment or any options, futures or derivatives related to such securities or investments. It is
not intended to provide personal investment advice and it does not take into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation and the
particular needs of any specific person who may receive this Research Note. Investors should seek financial advice regarding the appropriateness
of investing in any securities, other investments or investment strategies discussed or recommended in this Research Note and should
understand that statements regarding future prospects may not be realised. Investors should note that income from such securities or other
investment s, if any, may fluctuate and that the price or value of such securities and investments may rise or fall. Accordingly, investors may
receive back less than originally invested. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any information relating to the tax
status of financial instruments discussed herein is not intended to provide tax advice or to be used by anyone to provide tax advice. Investors are
urged to seek tax advice based on their particular circumstances from an independent tax professional.
Foreign currency rates of exchange may adversely affect the value, price or income of any security or related investment mentioned in this
Research Note.
Officers of Bakers or one or more of its affiliates may have a financial interest in the securities of the issuer(s) or in related investements.
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